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Continental Motors Demonstrates FADEC Fuel Economy
July 21, 2009 – (Mobile, AL) –Teledyne Continental Motors (TCM) today announced that it
achieved a peak fuel economy of 30.7 miles per gallon in a Full Authority Digital Electronic
Controlled (FADEC) piston engine aircraft. The fuel economy demonstration flight consisted of
two legs of 339.3 nautical miles each.
The flight was conducted in a Diamond DA20 powered by a TCM IOF240 FADEC controlled
engine. The flight covered a 678.6 NM roundtrip route from Mobile Downtown Airport
(KBFM) in Mobile, Alabama to Craig Municipal Airport (KCRG) in Jacksonville, Florida. On
the first leg, the flight achieved 30.7 miles per gallon. Due to inclement weather on the return
leg, TCM demonstration pilot, Tim Kenney, requested several vectors and altitude changes to
avoid thunderstorms and turbulence. Even with the diversions on the return leg, which are a
normal part of flying in the real world, the FADEC powered DA20 achieved an average 24.4
MPG rating with an average true airspeed of 127 MPH over the full 678.6 NM course.
“Today’s announcement is another example of Continental Motors’ commitment towards
advancing modern engine technology without compromising owner economy” said Rhett Ross,
President of Teledyne Continental Motors. “TCM’s FADEC products offers today’s pilot
reduced workloads and operating costs – Two distinct benefits that only TCM can deliver” Ross
concluded.
TCM’s FADEC provides single lever, electronic engine control for piston powered general
aviation aircraft. It is the first production system of its kind for piston engine aircraft designed to
reduce a pilot's engine management tasks to simply selecting the desired power setting through a
single control lever. The power of FADEC also gives operators and maintainers unprecedented
access to diagnostic and analytical tools enabling faster and more reliable fault detection and
correction which minimizes downtime and maximizes utility.

To learn more about the Continental Motors DA20 FADEC STC or to learn more about FADEC,
visit the Continental Motors website at www.GenuineContinental.aero.
About Teledyne Continental Motors
Teledyne Continental Motors is a leading designer, developer, and manufacturer of new and
rebuilt piston engines; ignition systems; electronic engine controls; and spare parts for the
General Aviation industry. For more information, visit the Continental Motors website at
www.GenuineContinental.aero.
About Teledyne Technologies Incorporated
Teledyne Technologies is a leading provider of sophisticated electronic subsystems,
instrumentation and communication products, engineered systems, aerospace engines, and
energy and power generation systems. Teledyne Technologies' operations are primarily located
in the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico. For more information, visit Teledyne
Technologies' website at www.teledyne.com
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